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DEVELOPMENT OF THE RULES GOVERNING THE
STRENGTH OF AIRPLANES
BY H. G. K;~ssner and Karl Thalau
PART II. LOJDING CONDITIONS IN.GERMMY (coNTINuED),
ENGLAND, AND Tqll UNITED STATES
5, Development in Germany Since 1926
During the first few years after the war German air-
plane activities were practically wiped out, whereas the
developr.lent in other countries progressed, particularly in
the design of large aircraft engines with low specific
weight. The biplane, preferred during the war, continued
in favor, although improved aerodynamically, and the
speeds, which toward the end of the great conflict had
reached 200 km/h (125 ni./hr.) with tile fastest airplanes,
could now bo increased considerably-
Advance in stuntiilg had reached the stage where dives,
spins, loops, barrel rolls, etc. were no longer a noveltY.
The stress of the airplanes had so enormously increased by
the higher speed, as well as by the audacity of the flight
evolutions, that the load factors customary during the war
‘nad, for pursuit airplanes, for example, been raised to
more than doublo, in ordor to” avoid wing failure.
When in May 1926, the restrictions wore finally re-
movod, it was necessary to corap~otely overhaul the last
official. spocifications~ i.e., tho 1918 BLV. .:
,.
Even back in 1918, airplane manufacturers’ Ad others
registered complaints and recommendations for modifications
———.— ~.———— ..—
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of the BLV, namely:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
a)
9)
No. 71’?
The specified’load factors appear too high. The
effect of edge and intermediate strip on the cov-
ering does not appear to exist to the extent
that; for instance, in,case.A the 5.5 instead of
the 4.5 load by minimum loading is warranted;
In cantilever wings the favorable Influences of
the plate effect are no longer great;
The raise in dissipating moment in case C is espe-
cially clumsyO. The magnitude of the moment should
likewise be graded according to stress categories;
The regulation governing distortion in strength
tests is felt to be too severe. It is not, in
this instance, a matter of simple permanent form
changeB, but rather of such which vitiate the aero-
dynamic behavior. Sand loads should only W ap-
plied so that no permanent deformations occur at
one half the specified load factor. This would
conform t.o the wishes of the manufacturers~ Sand
loading up to the full load factor could still be
carried out, but merely for the purpose of detect-
ing weak points in a design.
The choice should be restricted to statically com-
prehensive dq$i~ps to make an exact stress analy-
SiS possible;
.
.!,,
.It.does not seem permissible to p~~m$t the comput-
ed wing stresses to apprqqch the break%ng limit,
and certainly” pot as far as petal design is con-
cerned;
.,.
Raising the unit loading of th~ mqva~~p th$} sur-
faces from 150 to 300 kg/m* (3Q.7 to 6~t4 lb./
sq.ft.) is incomprehensible; 200 kg/ma (41~0 lb. ~
sq.ft.) would be more correct.
Details are awaited as to whether the energy ab-
sorption of the shock absorber may be allowed for
in landing-gear strut analysis:
There are no data on minimum possible flight path
curves for investigating asymmetrical load cases.
. . .,
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Items 4) and 5) were discussed at the meetings of the
Standards Committee on December 12, and 19, 1918: item 6)
was to be tcaken up “later. Special rogulation9 “for commerc-
ial aircraft woro to be issued.
In this ‘connection, Rohrbach made a noteworthy propo-
sal (reference 39). Proceeding ”from the assumption that
an airplane .is Just a,s severely stressed in a turn as in a
pull-out and that the powqr,,output is proportional to the
air density, he rechecked different war airplanes and ar-
rived at the formula .,
t
(20)
as breaking-load. factor. This formula contains indirectly
the wing loading, -power loading, a,nd coefficient of climb,
and is therefore better suited to the -particular qualities
of a certain airplane type than a diagrammatical load fac-
tor. Unfortunately his premise of maximum stress in a flat
turn is untenable, with the result that his formula had no
practical significance.
To obtain experimental. data for loadizig conditions, a
program of acceleration measurements in flight with a,,num-
ber of modern air-plane types was undertaken by J.v. Koppen
in 1926 and 1927. The” accelerograph, developed by H. Wend-
roth and G. W0116 in the D.V.L., recorded the acceleratio~ls
on a %lackened drum. The recorded load factors are repro-
duced in table XII (refereilce 40). The highest possible
values of the load factor n = V2 lv~~ obtainable in a
sharp pull-out were almost obtained (bracketed figures in
table XII).
.,
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Airplane
type
Wing area (m2)
Grccs’weightin
test (kg)
Horsepower
Landing speed
VL (’an/h)
Top speed (km/h)
Turn
Spiral
Spin
Barrel roll
Loop
Slow pull-out at
speed (km/h)
Sharp pull-out at
speed (km/h)
Junkers
G 24
89
(5000)
690
90
178
1.6 to 1.8
1.7 1,9
140 170
2.2 (2.4)
140
Table nI. Load FactorsRecorded in Flight
Dornier
Komet
62
(2500)
360
100
180
1.8 to 2.0
2.0 2.2
185 21Q
2.6
185
Albatros
L 68
.—
21.8
730
70
65
147
2.3 to 2.7
3.8
3.0 to3.5
4.0
2.8 to 3.8
2.1 to 3.1
180
4.7 (4.7)
130
Albatros
L68a
24.4
“797
100
75
137
2.7
2.9
2.4to 2.7
2.7
206to 300
2.4 3.6
200 240
3.6 4.0
200 240
Junkers
A 20
29
1400
230
80
185
2.8
3.1
3.2 to 3.6
4.1
3.G to3*4
3.4 to 3.9
250
(m2 x 10.7639= sq.ft.) (kg x2.20462 =lb. ) (km/h x .62137= mi./hr.)
Junkers
A 35
29
1420
300
80
206
2.5
3.0
3.5 to 3.6
3.5
2.9 to 3,0
3.1
250
4.2 (5.1)
180
-
Dietrich
DP9
14
(tie)
50
65
135
3.9
3.1
3.8(4)
130
(m x 39.37 = in.) (m/s x 3.28083 = ft./see.) (kg/m2x .204818= lb./sq.ft.)
(kg/c# x 14.2235= lb./sq.in.) (t X 2204.62 = lb.)
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D.V.L. Loading Conditions, 1926-1923
.,e..— ----
After various codifications from time to time between
1919 and 1926, the D.V.L. at last issued a preliminary re-
port”on load specifications, on October 15, 1926, drawn u--
by Hoff, Madelun,g, Thalau, and Uding. These loading condi-
tions were prefac”ed by the following general rules and reg--
ulations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
?.
8.
90
Certain safe loading attitudes (for instance,
flight, control, landing or transport attitudes)
are set up. These safe (abbreviated for ‘Ire-
quired as safel~) loads shall be service loads,
that is, it is assumed that they occur in serv-
ice.
The loadings are considered as static.
It must be proved that the structural safety
against failure is at least 2,000’ for every
component part in the safe loading attitude.
Special safety re~alations are given for the chas-
sis. Other exceptions aro specially noted.
NO deformations must remain after a safo loading
attitude.
‘2he vibration strength of parts subject to vibra-
tions, such as power plants, wing and control-
surface fittings, shall not be exceeded in any
safe flight attitud.ee
The strength factors which are based upon the
stress analysis must be proved by tests-
Vital parts of an airplane, not amenable to exact
stress analysis, must be strength-tested.
Statically of vital importance are such parts, the
failure of which lowers the structural safety of
the, airplane ,atany yoint to or belowhalf the
stipulated figure.
The change from breaking load to “safe” load in the
specifications had already been advocated by Rohrbach,
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back in 1918,, qnd was incorporated in the Holland specifi-
cations of 1924.
The 1926 D.V.L. loading conditiena carriedfive stress
categories~ namely:
1: ‘Special purpose;
2* Freight carrying;
3. Commercial;
4. School and training;
5.. Acrobatic.
The four load cases of the BZV wsre supplemented by
the E case. Position and direction of the resultant of
the air loads are no longer defined, but depend upon the
wing polar- The basis is the A case with extremely for-
ward C.pe by lift coefficient caA. which, however, need
not correspond to the maximum lift. The Ilsafe” dynamic
pressure
qA =
~~ (21)
caA F
is derived from the Iisafellload faCtOr nA. Originally,
the corresponding safe speed with safety factor 2, accord-
ing to-equation (18)0 was Va - ~“mv~ = 0.87 vh * vr.
so that in a pull-oat at cruising speed vr * there actu-
ally was a 2-time breaking safety relative to the highest
possibl~ air loads. Wittl lq as minimum floating speed
(landing speed) the safe-load factor in case A 1s, on the
other hand
nA #
since in both attitudes,
Va2 Vra
—-—
v~a y12 (22)
pull-out and landing, about the
same high lift coefficient prevails. Although, according
to that, the safe load factor nA is dependent upon the
speed range Vr:vt , it was nevertheless decided for the
above reasons of si.mplicitys to introduce constants for
nA which agree with the numbers of the categories (with
tho exception of category 1). Thu S , for category 2, it is
i,
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nA = 2, for Cat;gOry 3;”-”nA = ~,’ etc. This was based on
the assumption that the stresses hinge substantially upoq
the skillful ‘urn-anlpiil”ationof the controls &rid that a well-
trained pilot would not go”beyond”the stipulated load fac-
tors. All other loading conditions were derivedfrom
load factor
‘A
and the safe dynamic pressure U l It is
in ,“
Case B: nB - 0.67 nAS q’J=3 qAO ‘caB = 0022 caA
II c: !@ = 4 qA~ caC = O
“,
II D: nD xO.33 nA$ qD = 3 “qA# can = -O-11 caA
II E: nm = 0.5 nAs qE = 105 qA, CaE = ‘0o33 CaA
Should the negative lift coefficient Ca m.jn =
c aE be
known, it is permissible to put
nm G
qE = <“” - in case E,. and
*F
?l~ = 2 ~EO caD = 0.33 caE in case D
The load distribution is the same as in the 1918 BLV,
but may also be assumed conformably to aerodynamic experi-
ments, in which case the aileron effect must he taken igto
account. The torsion of tho wings shall not exceed 3.5
at any point under the effect of the llsafelldynamic pros-
suro in the C case.
Tho horizontal tail surfaces must withstand the loads
producod by tho moment equalization in all flight cases
A to E, and besides the safe additive moment
.
]dH = .0s02 qB Fl”5, (23)
in case 3. The vertical tail surfaces shall be designed
to withstand the” safe. moment ,,..
1’68= 0~015 qB #*5 ‘“(24)
., .,. . .,
The mean safe aileron loading is computed from the pressure
distribution in cases B and C. This loading is, in case 3,
to be combined with a safe aileron moment about the longi-
tudinal airplane axis
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]~Q = 0.015 q:~FZ””5 (25)
Q
These additive moments are assumed. as originating
from the formulas
(26)
The normal force coefficients were assumed at cnH = 0.20
and Cns = Q;25, and the lift increment of the wing por-
tion ah~ad of the ailerons at Ca = *0.65. Statisticfi,l
data on 42 German airplanes disclose as average
FH tH - 0.10 F1*5
FS tS - 0.06 F1”5
T1l-epurpose of these formulas was to ablige to a cer-
tain minimum fuselage strength and, indirectly, a minimum
tail surface siz6, because the tails were habitually de-
signed too smalls as result of the unit loadings. specified
in the BLV. It was fully recognized by those who formulat-
ed this specification that, influencing the size of the
tail could be much better effected by strictly aerodynamic
stability regulations, but unfortunately, the necessary
experimental foundations were not available at that timeo
The strength of all control parts shall at least be
for 40 kg (88.2 lb.) safe handling, and for 150 kg (330.7
13.) safe foot power from all possible directions.
The load distribution on the tail surfaces in chord
direction shall, lacking modol tests, be assumed 1) trian-
gular, and 2) rectangu-lar. No control surface - by locked
stick - shall show more than 7.5 percent of total displace-
ment under safe load. The iacrease in control force due
to friction shall not exceed 20 percent.
The required energy absorption of the landing gear
shall suffice for t’he sinking speed
q“-
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w= 0.141 VI in category 2,3
0.,155 VI Ii n 4
0.127 vt 11 II 5
Half of the corresponding impact energy shall be absor.bcd
by the shock absorber, thus insuring the safe impact fac-
tor 0>3. The initial tension shall not exceed the.air-
plane weight at the most. The safety factors against im-
pact are:
1.20 for axle or equivalent parts,
1.60 for wheels and rest of landing gear,
2.00 for remainder of airplane.
The other half of the stipulated energy absorption can be
covered by work of deformation of the axle or equivalent
parts. The safe tail skid impact factor eSp shall be
analyzed from its energy absorption. The support pbessure
of the tail skid on the ground divided by the acceleration
due to gravity is figured as effective mass. Here it would
be more precise to use the reduced mass computed from the
moment of inertia. The landing gear shall .be.analyzed for
la. three-point landing, impact factor e;
lb. wheel landing, resultant passing through the cen-
ter of gravity, impact factor e;
2. one-wheel landing, impact factor 0.33 e;
.,
3. lateral landing, impact parallel to wheel axlej
impact factor 0.10 e;
4* “,combination of 1 and 3, also ‘2 and’3, each with
75 percent of the individual loads;
5.” landing impact from the front in horizontal di-
rection, impact factor 0~67 e, only in combina-
tion. with 1 ,and 2 each with.75 percent of the
individual loads;
6a. nosing over, impact factor 2.5;
6b . dragging ’of tail “s~id,,impact factor 1..5, re-
sultant sloping 15 forward;
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7. horizontal impact on tail skid from the side,
impact factor 0.1 e~p.
Fuselages shall be analyzed for maximum flight and
landing stresses. Ey simultaneous application of horizon-
tal and vertical tail-surface loads, both shall by analyzed
at 75 perceat. At landing of flying boats a safe load of
5.0 G is to be evenly distributed over that part of the
hull”bottom which first contacts with the water (zone of
stop) l The loading conditions for float supports are as
shown in figure 35.
The engine mounting must, aside from the cited fuse-
lage stresses, be able to withstand
,,.
1. in flight, the static thrust, the maximum engine
torque, and gyroscopic moment of the propeller
in combination:
2* oblique landings at 10° sidewise and forward;
3. by damaged propeller, a centrifugal force of
z= 0.00015 D n2 ms.
Tile installation of fuel tanks and equipment shall be
analyzed at 25 percent greater safety than the other parts~
The safe load on seats and safety belts shall be 200 kg
(440.9 lb.), vertically and horizontally.
Despite the many objectionable features of this first
preliminary draft of the D.V.L., which were due to some
extent to the unfortunate interruption in airplane design
and research, they still represent a notable contribution
to the development of loa~ing conditions and were freely
drawn upon in the revision of several foreign load speci-
fications. In the second draft, of August 25, 1927,. the
defiilitions are sharper and some factors modified, But
the most important change is the grading of the load fac-
tors according to total airplane weight. The simple grad-
ing, according to purpose of use had proved insufficient
for categories 1 to 3. But in order to maintain the clas-
sification according to purpose groups, the relationship
to gross weight G wats givei~ in terms of empirical formu-
las, namely:
. . ..—
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~ Group 1, nA = 1.6 + 1,000:(G -t1;500),
11 2, nA = 1;8 -i-l; OOO:(G -t 1,500),
) ,1 “(27) “II 3, nA = 2.0 + 2,000 :(G.+ 2,000).
j
The smallest obtainable radius of curvature @ a turn
or pull-out depends chiefly on the fuselage length, i;e.,
the distance of the control surfaces from the e.g., andon
1 the elevator displacement, which frequently is synonymous
I with the ratio of control force of the pilot to the “gross
i weight of the airplane~ Since this interdependence is-nei-
1 ther theoretically nor experimentally explained, the load
[ factors were approximately assumed contingent upon the
gross weight, on the premises of stated flying speeds.1
Motivated by the 1918 BLV, practically all subsequenti loading conditions iri Germany, as well as in all other
countries, reveal this crude dependence of the load factorI
on the gross weight of the airplane in one form or anotiler.
On the motion of airplane manufacturers, the load fac~
tor of groups 2 and 3 (commercial airplanes) was not incon-
siderably lowered, a step which later was bound to prove of
q-,~estionable merit in the facb of ‘the consistently greater
speed range, as it left the original assumption Va ~ Vr
more and more behind.
The manufacturers also caused the modifications of
the specifications for vertical tail surfaces and ailerons
to be made as follows:
Wz’e vertical tail surfaces and the ailerons shall ‘be
strong enough to sustain the ~safei moment Ms = 0.012 qm
F1*S . thus reducing the corresponding norms.l””force and -
= 0.52.lift’coefficients to ,cn~ = 0.20’ and ACa
Unless servo-motors are used, the strength of. the
rudder bars, transmission cables, control lever with sup-
port shall be analyzed as follows:
a) elevator controls, 50 kg ‘ls&fellmanual force by
symmetrically applied force;
b) aileron control, 25 kg” *’safen manual ,force by
stick control, and a Ilsafellturning moment of 40 d
by wheel control;
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c) rudder controls, 50 kg, one-sided acting ‘Isafell
foot power, ,100 kg on either side in rough land-
ing.
Cases a) and b) shall be in combination with three fourths
of the individual loads. This demand was, however, voided
in 1928. By dual control the assumption of simultaneous
operation of both controls with three fourths of the indi-
vidual loads is specified.
The manual forces in airplane controls formed the
subject of an elaborate report by E. Hertel (reference 41).
The sinking speed for analyzing the shock absorption
of the landing gear was lowered to
w = 0.110 VI, for group 1,
.
w = 0.127 Vz, 11 groups ,2 and 3,
w= 0.141 Vz, ‘1 group 4,
w= 0..110 yt, 11 11 5.
The safety factors for the wheel axle were raised to
1.6, and for the wheels and the rest of the landing geal*,
to 1.8. (See fig. 36. )
T2.e loading. conditions for float-support systems were
recently revised by E&Ebner, while Lewe (reference 42) ,and
Bottomley (reference 43) published an account of measure-
ments and observations made on seaplanes during the war,
On the basis of these data, two formulas were devel-
oped for the impact factor, i,e*, the ratio of impact to
dead weight, and specifically for
V11*5
Seaway’< 3 : e;~ 0.256 —
G 0.25
11
17~Le5
>3:e=C).350——
G
0.25
Theseformulas represent a compromise insofar as the land-
ing speed for flat hull bottoms is theoretically linearly,
and for V-shaped bottoms quadratically expressed in the
formulas (reference’ 43), while the exponent of G is still
II
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dependent upon the. type of eglarg.ement.
The impact is classified accordin~ to the following
load cases (see fig. 37):
.,
la. Nose landing.” impact at. 30 to 45° to horizontal
passing through the e.g. , imp.aet factor e;
,.
lb. Step landing, impact normally through the e.g.,
impact factor e;
lC. Stern and two-wave landing, vertical impact, im-
pact factor e;
,,,
2. One-sided landing on one float or, one half of
hul 1, impact factor 0.5 e;
.
3. Side landing, impact horizontal at lower hull
edge, applied fropt or rear, impact factor
0.33 e.
And in the following combinations: (1) + (3) with 7’5
percent each; (2) + (3) with 100 percent each.
The initial discrepancies in the load cases for float
seaplanes and flying boats were later removed. These
strength specifications mado no claim to anything complete
or definite, and were from time to time amended and revised
with the cooperation of the airplane manufacturers.
In the third draft of the loading conditions of Febru-
ary 27, 1928, issued in connection with new Design Speci-
fications of the D.V.L. for Airplanes, the factor of safe-
ty was reduced to 108. ~llt a safety factor of 1.4 against
exceeding the 0.2 linit (yield limit) was set up in place
of it. In addition, in load testing brand new airplanes
with l~2G times safe load no form changes exceeding 5 per-
cent of the total deformation shall remain,,
The purpose of these two rules was to avoid permanent
deformations under Ilsafe’1load by unsuitable structural ma-
terial. Since the yield limit for most airplane metals
lies at about two thirds of the breaking stress, the parts
designed for stress failure have as a rule at, least twico
the breaking strength. Tho parts designed for stability
failuro are more favorably situated in this respdct inas=
much as they r“omaiq intact by stresses up to near ultirnato
load and.aro more resistant to dynamic stresses and local
I
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damages; f’or”which r“eason the ,safet~ factor “for thes’e
parts could be lowered to 1“~8.
In prolonged vibration attitudes combined with static
stresses-o a 1,25 times safety against fatigue’ failure is
dem~dedi But this specification has’not been applicable
heretofore, owing” to the difficulty of” defining the initial
stress and the vibration amplitudes in service. Besides,
it was intended more to focus the attention of the design-
ers on the actual service conditions, with a view to im-
pressing it on their minds in future designs.
Yor groups 4 and”5, the safe load factor in case A
was raised from 4 to 4.5 and .frqm 5 to 6S so as to insure
at least the old ultimate load factor with the new 1~8 fac-
tor of safety. Ostensibly, stresses higher than the safe
loads were held more probable in the training and acrobat-
ic airplanes of groups 4 and 5 than in the other% (See the
Holland Specifications, Part III of this report.) The
lift coefficient caE for the E case s-hall always be taken
from the” wing polar.
For wings which”in the llsafel~.C-”case moment reveal
more than 3.5° distortion, mathematical proof must be ad-
duced to ‘sho’wthat no wing flutter can occur.
. . .
The sinking ‘speed which decides the energy absorption
of the landing gear is
w= 0.077 Vz , for group 1,
w= 0.095 VI, “ groups 2 and 5,
w= 0.105 v~, “ group 3,
. .
w= It0“6118 VI, 11 4,
and the factors’ of-”’safety ar”e:
Sa = 1;-45 to 1.55, for axle and shock-absorbing parts;
Sb = .1.55 1’1.65, for wheels, chassis and skid;
s
-c = 1.8, for remainder of airplane;
Sd = 2.3, stroke stop’.
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I
I
“., . . . . . ,
when .Sa, Sb are ,-raised, then ‘Sc, Sd must be raised
in the same proportion. “ The load cases Yoi the. landing
‘-”gear are iI1-u-~tYat”ed’i”nfimre’” 38. - - ~~
The safe loading. for fuselages in nosing over
be analyzed at 1.5 9, the breaking strength of tlio
,parts up to tho passenger cabins shall not be moro
“1.55.”
shal 1
forward
than
TIIO .regulation’a for “float “supports aro oxtendod .con-
iormably to figure 39- Tho llsafo’llimpact f“ac.toris
,.
= “c. c
l+a
e — vi
z 1 -t:a + a2
1*5 (28)
with a = 0.178 G0”25 and Co = 0.055- and 0.072 in seaways
3 to 5, respectively.
The effect of the Vee is allowed f.o,rby- factor Cl =
1- 0.7 Cos $/2 in tile individual load cases. The maximum
pressure on the bottom is obtained when the step impact
loads raised by 50 percent are distributed over 20 percent
of t-he float ~rea. -The effect oi’ special bottom design on
the impact factor may be allowed for in each case. Some
pertinent investigations on stresses ixlflying boats in
landing have been published by Pabst (D.V.L.) (reference
45), 3. Wagner (reference -46), and Taub (reference 47).
The Work of the German Aircraft Committee (DLA)
During 1930 and 1931 ,
This third draft of loading conditions was, aside from
minor changes, in force until the summer of 1930. In the
spring of the same year the DLA took charge of all further
development work on airplane loading, conditions. The sec-
tion !~Loa,dingConditions, IIof w-hich the writers are re-
spe.ctivel.y, secretary and ,collaborator, has now legun a
gradual revision of the third draft, which is issued in
loose-leaf form.
The most urgent probl,em was the reinsertion of the
flight speed into the loading conditions, because the hy-
potheses on the speed range forming the basis of the pre-
ceding drafts, had not held step with the advance made in
,,,,,,,,,- .,,-,-,- ,, , . ... .-
. ... . .._
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avfation. In order to avoid sv.cha recurrence in the fu-
ture, it was decided to use simple formulas, say, on the
order of equations (5) and (7)~ w’hich are amenable to me-
chanically similar interpretation rather than constant
load factors.
The most f“roqucnt flight attitudet when estimating
the stresses of other than acro3atic airplanes, is that
of cruising flight. The cruising s-peed is never exactly
known, although it may be assumed at around 85 porccnt of
the naximuml evel-flight speed Vh by 15 percent specified
en<~ine throttle, which can be computed and measured reason-
ably accurately. Since occasionally full throttle is also
Used in cruising, the dynamic pressure qh for maximum ~&n-
.
accelerated horizontal flight was provisionally chosen E.s
criterion of the stress.
Leaflet Ho. 1, released 3;’ the DLA in the fall of 1930,
incorporated, the following ame:~dments:
The safe dynamic pressure ii~ case C ((?.ive)sha~~,
at tlm highest, tie equal (always equal for group
5) to the obtaina-ole final dynamic pressure, but
may, for groups 1 to 4, become
Groups 1 and 2, ~ = 2C’O k,g/m2,
Group 3, = q~() II
II 4, = 400 f!
Hereby it is assumed ti~at, intentionally or unintentionally,
a steep glide with loss of height of ~ h ~ A : 7. from level
flight can be executed.
It must be proved that win~? flutter cannot occur 3C1OW
tho speed
~.—..—
/
2 q$
vk =1.3VP (29)
(yefcronce 48) .
Tho air density is
‘P = 0..12, ‘ for groups 1 to 3,
~ = 1.2 ~G < 0.12, for groups 4 and 5,
——- ...—.-... .,.,... , -,, ,,,. ,.-,
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This rule was laid down as substitute for the previ-
oui rest-rictid”riof wing %reion angle. in .c.a.~.e.G.,.andis a
criterion for the necessary torsional stiffness of the
wings.
The dynamic prossuros in load cases B and D are:
qB = qD = 0.8 q~.. ,,
The loading conditions of the third draft of the DVL
were supplemented by
1. Load”case G (gust stresses). The safe load fac-
tor is: ,,
,/’
(30)
w = 10 m/s vertical velocity of air current;
U. - 2/3 <. 1 coefficient of gust stress (refer-
ence 49)
Ca’ change of lift coefficient of wing with an-
gle of attack.
2a Load case H (zooming over obstacles). The safe
load factor is:
The radius of curvature of the flight
r = 300 1-
., ‘r= 250 +
3* Allowance for
(31)
path is
0.01 G for group 2,
0.01 G 1’ 11 3.
asymmetrical loads.
One half of the wing is assumed to be loaded with
1.0, the other half with 0.7of ..thesafe load
factor (case C excepted). The load distribu-
tion of the wing halves shall correspond to ..
that of the load cases. The moment of the air ‘:
load”requlti~g from the vertical tail-surface
loading about the normal axis shall, with a
,.,
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view to the mass forces of the fuselage and of
the wings, be”in combination with load cases
B and D.
The-peculiar feature of load case G is that the pilot
has little or no influence on the height of the gust -
stresses insofar as his “flight schedule and cruising speed
are concerned; for which reason this loading condition is
so eminently fitted as minimum requirement for commercial
aircraft.
The provisional establishment of a gust-rise of 10 m/s
is i~otfree of arbitrariness. Owing to ins fficient knowl-
Bedgo of individual factors of product C = – w cat Uo, to-
2
gether with the fact that the constructive data relative to
the m~teorological data, have less offcict on the stress,
tho recheck of-product C from the breaking strength of .
proved airplanes is preforiiblo for a start.
Next to load case G, a combination of cases G and B
by greater flight speed must eventually be investigated
also, because several wing failures within the last few
years, which proved fatal to experienced pilots, are pre-
sumably due to a moderate initial acceleration in gliding
superposed by an undecided violent gust.
Our lack of knowledgo on the oxpoctancy of gust inten-
sities of definite magnitude, as well as of the structure
of gusts, offers therefore a profitable field of explora-
tion for the immediate future.
The load factor of case H corresponds to Reissner~s
formula of 1912. The pull-out radius r, depqnds, as pre- .
viously stated, primarils~ on fuselage length, airplane
gross weight and control “force; then on the psychological
effects on the pilot, as, for instance, effect of fright
when suddenly face to face with the ground, or an obsta-
cle~ The figures for r, while admittedly plenty high,
are intended as guide until more accurate information is
available.
Load cases G and Ii are to take the place of the old
load cases A and D later on. It probably will then also
be possible to set up a simple, continuous design speci-
fication for the whole range of lift coefficients from O
‘o ca maxs from which the particular loading conditions
l
...
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are to be selected for a given wing cellule. (See fig. 42,
Part III.) .,
,..,,.
Assuming the wings to be self-lifting ~n”flight, the
wing stress is approximately dependent upon the mass force
K= n GR exerted upop the fuselage. With the load factor
n = constant, as in accepted practicehither%o; the stress
is apparently proportional to the body weight ~. Thi S
holds good only for the left” side of equation (31) with the
new”ly lald’-down case6”G” and” H, whereas the right side of
equation (31), which after all corresponds to equation (22),
as well as equation (30), manifests wing stresses which are
no longer proportional to the body’ weight G“.
E
When the
strength of an airplane does not comply wit the conditions
(30) and (31), a reduction in fuselage weight by.restric-
tion of useful load. as customary up to now in such .a case,
has relatively little effect on the wing stress. More ef-
fective although not always feasible, is the removal of the
useful load from t~~e fuselage and into the wing. Usually
the conditions (30) and (31) are difficult to comply with
when the airplane is designed for large power excess, which,
on one hand, is a very desirable feature from the safety
point of view, on the other hand, can be used occasionally
to obtain high speed by opening to full throttle. When the
unnecessary use of high speed is prohibited as is customary
in many other modes of transportation, the requirements for
wing strength can be moderated without thereby impairing
the usefulness of the airplane.
The pilots must be made to understand that high speed
constitutes a source of danger as in all other modern meth-
ods of transportation, a fact which incidental to the rules
of constant load factors and the, confidence placed in them,
is occasionally forgotten;
Leaflet No. 2, released in February 1931, embodied the
following amendments:
.
The stability limits by static load (column effect,
buckling) shall not be excee~ed at 1.8 times the safe load.
The breaking stress by static load (tension, compres-
sion, flexion) shall not,be ,exceeded at 2.0 times the safe
load.
The 0.2 l~mit shall not be exceeded at 1.35 times the
safe load when metal is used as structural material+
n 111111 l—mm, s .
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For. welded parts the strength characteristics in tlie
annealed zone shall .~.eused, unless the structural part is
subs~quently age-harden”ed.
When structural parts are statically load-tested th~
breaking load is that load which the part can support for
at least one minute before failing.
In statically vital connections additional stresses
which may occur in service must.,be provided for by appro-
priate over dimensioning (friction, clearance, etc.).
Vitally important parts of the airplane, whose strerigth
can not he accurately analyzed mathematically, shall be ~
load-teeted. .A part is vitally important when its failu~e
under safe loading attitudes might lead to other failur’e>~~
The fatigue strength shall not be exceeded by 1.35
times the amotint of frequent stress reversals.
Whereas the stability failure of a wing cellule is
comparatively reliably calculable or experimentally repro-
ducible and little affected by, local material defects, the
tension failure is largely dependent upon such defects which
may equally be produced in service. It would therefore be
risky t,o make the failure of the whole wing cellule contin-
gent upon such an unreliable quality of the structural ma-
terial as the tearing etrength is. Inasmuch as in light
constructions t’ne parts designed for stability failure or
those with a view to the manufacture are by far in the ma-
jority, the 11 percent strengthening of the members desigiied
for failure in. tension specified above results in slightly
greater weight but it makes in return the prediction of the
test engineer on the ultimate strength so much more inde-
pendent of the very unreliable tearing strength.
Occasioned by ‘an acciden”t due to failure of the verti-
cal tail surfaces, leaflet. No. 3 was rele”ased in August
1931. It contains the following amendment:
The safe mean unit loading of the vertical tail sur-
faces for all airplanes shall he
= ~ovhw “I’)
P——’ 2 d[~ (32)
The gust velocity is, as before, w = 10 m/s.
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The effect factor 16 put’ at U. = 1“, because” owing
to the high- in?r,tia moment o-f ‘the.airpla”h’e about its ‘nor-
mal ““axi”i”,the” vertical taii ““aurfacks”yi-eld”’’on”ly”‘gradually
to the gust and may also be impressed by an, additional
strksa due to elevator displacement.
The close of 1931 found “a number of other recommendati-
ons submitted by specialists which were to clear ,away
var”ioua subject and editorial matter in the released load-
ing conditions and which are briefly eumrnarized. hereafter’.
To facilitate the issuance of 6trength specifications,
it was found necessary to set up transitory rules. Air-
planes now in service or under construction shall be per-”
mitted to fall short 15 percent of the provisional load
quota, provided proof is given of 5,000 flying hours of
service without damage of the particular airplane type up
to 25 percent. Interpolation by Gauss~ error curve is per-
mitted. These deficiencies, however, are not permissible
for continuous indubitably known stresses.
The modifications incorporated In leaflet No. 2 shall
be explained by footnotes and in their ambit of use be re-
stricted in conformity with the state of the technique.
The gust stress of wings shall be investigated not only for
full useful load but likewise for flight without useful
load. Load case H in leaflet No. 1 shall be superseded by
the specification of a minimum dynamic pressure in case A.
It shall be
‘A failure > qh
The determination of the pressure distribution in
span and wing-chord direction shall be left to the design-
er more than heretofore, since he has ample ~heoketical
and experimental data to guide him (reference 80~ Part III,
N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 718). The horizontal
tail surfaces also shall be analyzed for gust stress, but
/
with the effect factor which corresponds to the ‘airplane
mass reduced to the .c.pi of the tail surfaces and the down-
wash factors 0.8 and 0.9 for biplanes and monoplanes, re-
spectively. i
l’urthermore, horizontal and vertical tail surfaces
shall be so designed as to be able to support a safe stress
by elevator manipulation with the normal force coefficient
Cn = 0.5 and the dynamic pressure qh, airplanes of grQups
4 and 5 up to a dynamic pressure of 6 qmin* These stresses
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shall. be combined with those effected by the static moment
balance. In addition to that, one half the stress of the
vertical tail surfaces by gusts or elevator displacement
shall be combined with half the stress produced when a wing
engine fails. The mean safe aileron loading is found from
a flight attitude with dynamic pressure qh, together with
an aileron deflection o f about 150 and such a uniform ro-
tation of the airplane about its fore and aft axis that the
total lift of one. wing half does not change relative to un-
disturbed. flight. In order to guard against wing flutter
the mean torsional stiffness of the overhang of the wings
and of the tail shall not be less than
Do = &– q~l?o.a .(33)
with P = 0.12 for airplanes of group 1 to 3, and air den-
sity p for groups 4 and 5, at which the dynamic pressure
q~ is quickest obtained after a dive from the service
ceiling level. To support the pilot in a rough landing,
a safe foot power of 150 kg each on both sides of the foot
pedals shall be assumed.
The landing gear shall be designed to withstand a safe
impact of 0.7 e G which so passes behind the e.g. as to
form an angle of 20° with the line, connecting wheel center
and center of gravity. By application of the brake on the
ground the friction coefficient 0.5 between the ground and
the unreflected tire shall be assumed.
A braked three-point landing with a normal force of
0.8 e G acting on the landing gear and the friction coef-
ficient 0.3 shall be analyzed. By braked turning on the
ground the sum of the safe lateral mutually parallel whee,l
and tail-skid pressures shall be 0.5 G.
The regulations for landing gears with skids are the
same as for those fitted wit”h wheel brakes. In the event
that the skids are exclusively used for snow or ice land-
ing, the frictional forces may be ignored.
The unit loading of snow skii on the ground shall
not exceed 1,000 kg/XT.l=.
The nose of the fuselage shall be designed to with-
stand, when both wheels touch the ground simultaneously
at 60° to the horizontal, a rearmard directed safe impact
K“= b mR, wilereby the deceleration is b = 15 m/s2.
.’. ‘.
;..:’ ~,,
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Minimum requirements shall be prescribed for the tor-
s“lonal stiffness of the tail-carrying fu8elag”e end, BO aO
to avoid the buffeting produced by eddies” from the wings
and fuselage.
.,.
In addition, it was planned to apply the laws of ec-
centric imFact to all those load cases of the landing gears
and float supports in which the stress is substantially de-
pendent upon the amount of inertia, moment.
Loading Conditions for Gliders
In view of the almost 1,500 gliders in Germany as com-
pared to 900 airplanes, it was deemed fitting to include
the specifications for gliders and fiailplanes as formulated
by the Research Institute of the Rhon-Rossitten Society
(reference 50) .
Table XIII. Load l?act~rs for Gliders, 1927
--———-——--—— .—y.-----—.—-————— —-———--—-— .-————--..—.
s
.—
1
2
2
2
2
.—-
n
.-
1
1
1
1
1
.-
1load
s.
t
kg/m2
.-— -—--——-
0.5 150
1 I 150
1.5I 300
1 150
2 300
i
.-----.=—------
----- ——------I Flight Stresses------——-—- ---—-—-.7Jings
F
Tail
Normal Dive urfaces
flight reaking
1 n---— -.——-- -—- ---
Hanging glider 3
Seat glider 3
Training glider 3
,,
Performance 3
glider ‘.
Experimental
1
3
glider
—— —.——-—---—---
Con
Eighest
load on
Control
stick
kg
-------
--
50
50
50
50
-- ----
?01
s- ——
3
3
2:
2
-—---
.-—_- ----
Landing
stress
Wings,
fuselage
with
fittings
n
.—-—-
4
4
3
,,,
4
--—---
s
--—
2
2
2
,
2
—-
In this table (13) n represents” the required factors
which practically correspondto the “safe’!”load factor in
the 1926 DVL loading conditions.
The stress analysis shall be so drawn up that in every
case the maximum material stresses are determined, so that
*
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the safety factors are
s
= _~~ermissible
-----—
calculated
permissible must be proved by data on material.
The load distribution over wings and control surfaces
shall be effected conformably to their ground plan form.
In multiplanes a higher loading of the upper wing must
be allowed for.
The normal flight position is the flight with minimum
sinking speed.
The turning moment of the winfl in diving with terminal
xtilocity 5.s:
(34)
.
Diving with terminal velocity,being impossible with
hanging gliders, the safety factor S, more properly load
factor no,was lowered to 0.5.
Double safety shall be proved against pure frontal
pressure loading in diving flight.
With a view to the danger of wing flutter the natural
frequency of oscillations for cantilever wings shall be no
less than 100 to 120/min.
In 1930, the Technical Committee of the Rh~n-Glider
contests in collaboration with W. Coulmann,K. Eaarmann, A.
Holtmann, A. Lippisch, E. Pfister t%nd M. v. Pilgrim issued
the ‘Ildirections for the design of gliders and sailplanes”
which contained the following loading conditions:
Wing Cellule
__-_-_&- c“~ “Case 1 in extreme forward position. The appli-
cation of the load is given by the c.p. position. The ul-
timate load factor for all grou~s is n = 6.
Case 2.- Diving by maximum torsional stress.
—------
The max-
imum turning momenta to be used as basis of the”analysis oc-
curs when
,1
I
1.
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‘a.=%. (35)
Cr T Cr
.,,. .
-,
attains its maximum. The corresponding dynamic pressure is
,.
~
G
=— (36) .
Crl?
Case 3.- Landing stress. For the analysis the wing
——--
weight, assumedly evenly distributed over thewing, consti-
tutes the load. The ultimate load factor is n =8. I?or
performance gliders the load. factor n = 6 may be used
provided ample skid elasticity ie available.
Control Surfaces
Horizontal and vertical tail surfaces shall be ana-
lyzed with a mean loading of p = 150 kg/ma. The total
load is Q = p FH. The load distribution over the ele-
vator chord is rectangular over the stabilizer when the
elevators are damped, triangular over the adjoining ele-
vator, and triangular with the maximum value over the lead=
ing edge for pendulum elevators.
The ailerons shall be analyzed with a 75 kg/m2 load
by triangular lift distribution.
Fuselage
The fuselage shall be analyzed for bending by horizon-
tal tail surface load and for bending &nd torsion by ve$ti-
cal tail surf~ce load; The load is applied in the e.g. of o
the control surface; The neck of the fuselage is stressed
by a separate load P = 50 kg ,in the plane of the wing, ap-
plied at “the wing tip and facing to the rear. The take-off
(or relea,se)hook shall he calculated for a 1,000 kg pull.
The rate of vibration of cantilever’ and”semi-cantile-
ver wings shall be at least 120/min.
The limitation to two principal loading conditions 5s
representative and appears applicable to airplanes also.
somewhat accordf~ to the French Bureau ~eritas .s,peeifica-
tions (see Part 1S1, fig. 42). At least it would be pos-
sible to deduce for monoplanes all systematic loadsof the
wing cellule from two loading conditions,, for example, of
pure loading in bending ancl pure torsion and compute there-
.. ..— ,.,,.,.—- ,. ,,,, ,, . , .,.——_.—
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from the maximum forces decisive for the dimensioning.
Since the wing loading of gliders ranges between 8
and 15 kg/m2 only and the minimum gliding angle must be
small in order to make gliding possible, a comparatively
large increase in flight speed is attainable even by a
.
moderate push on the stick. Allowance for possible high
stresses due to gusts or starting maneuvers is necessary,
particularly for high-performance gliders, because the
heights reached now become greater and greater and even
clouds are occe.sionally penetrated.
6. English Loading Conditions
On January 6, 1920, the load factors subcommittee of
the British Advisory Committee for Aeronautics prepared
the following schedule (reference 51). This schedulewas
not intended as something definitely established but rather
which would be revised from time to time in order that it
would remain in accordance with the demands arising from
improvements in the constructional methods and design.
The airplanes are divided into two classes only, the
general group, which should be sufficiently strong to allow
of stunt flying of all descriptions, and the commercial
group, in which stunting and diving is prohibited.
The factor of safety is the quotient IIbreaking strength
of a structural component divided by the highest possible
loading in any attitude of flight,!! the breaking load fac-
tor is the quotient “breaking strength of a structural com-
ponent divided by the loading in steady horizontal flight.”
- The breaking load factor na,in table XIV, applies in
the case” where the center of pressure of the wing is in the
extreme forward position.
The breaking load factor nb applies to the center of
pressure in the position corresponding to maximum horizont-
al speed “at ground level.
The breaking strength of the vertical tail surfaces
shall correspond to a loading with the dynamic pressure for
maximum horizontal speed vh at ground level and the lift
coefficient Cas of the vertical tail surfaces. (See table
XIV) . For the prediction of these speeds the following
tI
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dimensionless formulas are used:’ ~~
.. .
For single engiri”e“aircraft, ‘“ ‘-
For multi-engine aircraft,
—.—
(~h .=- l@y = 2*99(: I% - @
For flying boats,
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(37)
(38)
(39)
The safety factor SC is valid for the stress in diving
with terminal velocity. The braking effect of the pro-
peller may be allowed for when calculating the terminal
dynanlic pressv.re. The wing moment to be absorbed by the
horizontal tail surface loading shall be, for wing section
R.A.F. 15 and R.fi.F, 6 C,
0.’6 Gt and 0.9 Gt in single engine airplanes,
0.55 Gt and 0.7 Gt in multi-engine airplanes,
0.5 Gt and 0.5 Gt in flying boats.
The impact factor e in table XIV is decisive for
the breaking strength of the landing gear, and applies
to the cases of wheel landing with the chord .of the wings
horizontal and to three-point landing.
The impact factor is 0.5 e for oblique landing so that
o.ue wing tip touches the ground while the chord of the ‘.“
w:ings i’shorizontal a’nd when ‘the tail skid and’ landing gear
touch the ground simultaneously. The shock absorption of
the landing gear shall in all cases correspond to the sink-
ing speed 3.05 m/s.
,,
l
,
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Weight
(t)
‘a
nb
Ca.s
Sc
e
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Table XIV. English Load Factors, 1920
General &lass I Commercial
< 1;36
8
‘6
1.2
1.75
8
24.54 <2.27
~ 6 (5.5)
4.5 4.5 (4)
1.2 1.0
1.75 1.75(1.25)
6 6 4
4.54 >13.6
5 (4.5)
3.75(3.25) 3
!&_l- 1“;;25)
.
4
Note: The bracketed figures apply to airplanes which are
longitudinally stable within the whole arigle of attack
range of normal flight. Linear interpolation is necessary
bet~reen all given figures.
The ommission of wing stress from above (E-case) is
noteworthy and is-contrary to the experience in the other
countries. Such stresses occur not only in the admittedly
rare inverted flight but also in normal flight attitude by
control rnanenvers and gusts.
Subsequent accidents in England-however caused the
inclusion of this “load case first for acrobatic, then for
commercial airplanes also.
The English Commercial Air Law C.A. Form 17, of 1922,
contained strength specifications which did not differ very
much from the preceding ones (reference 52).
The schedule of load cases is as follows (see table
xv) :
Case a:. c.p. in most forward position of horizontal flight,
propeller drag ~ncluded:
10 With ‘engine off,
2. With twice the normal propeller thrust and
torque.
Case b: c.p. in position corresponding to maximum hori-
zontal speed at ground level.
.
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Case c: Vertical dive at terminal velocity. !Che propel-
ler drag may be allo.wed.for.
Case d: Theepecific breaking load .of the vertical tail
surfaces and fuselage shall be p = ‘3.92 q ~ini”
Ca8e e: In landing with horizontal wing chord and in
three-point landing the energy absorption of the
landing gear shall correspond to a sinking speed
of
w = 0:.92 +,0.1 Vt. (40)
Hereby the eafety factor is 1.15 for the under-
carriage and 1.25 for the other members of the
structure.
Subsequently the division of the stress groups was
amended conformably to the C.I.N.A. (International Commis-
sion for Air Navigation) recommendations to read:
1. Normal group (formerly commercial),
2. Special group,
3. Acrobatic group (formerly general group) .
Table XV. English Load Factors, i922
Weight General group Commercial group
(t)
.< 1.13 2.27 >4.54 < 1.13 2.27 4.54 >13.6
n 7.5 7.
a
6 5.5 5 4 4
nb 5.5 5 4.5 4 4 3.25 3
SC 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25
The special group was intended for racing or recor’d
airplanes and had in the cases a, b and c the breaking
load factors na = 4, and the factor of safety
Sc = 1. ‘8=3The fins and ru ders were to be ‘designed for a
breaking load of 146 kg/m~.
These specifications were superseded in 1929 by the
‘iAir Public”@.tion 120811 for ci”vil aircraft (reference 53),
which contained the following. modified breaking load fac-
tors. (See table XVI). .
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The strength .specifictitions are governed by the in-
tended purpose to which the aircraft is put. There are no
definite rules for the special class (S). In case of fail-
ure of one bracing member half t-he load factors of cases a
and b shall be sustained. The case d (Inverted flight)
for category A is newly introduced.
Table XVI. English Load Factors, 1929-1931
——
Weight
(t)
n
a
‘b
Sc
Scl
nd’
Group N, commercial
4 4
1.25 1.25
2.5 2
1-
4.54 1>13.6
4 4
3.25 3
1.0
(:::)
1.5 1.5
Group A, acrl
< 1.13
7.5
505
1.5
5
2.27
7
5
1.5
4.67
batic
34.54
6
4.5
1.5
4
The load factor for stalled flight attitude (pancak-
ing with slotted wings) is nal = 2/3 up..
The
1.
2.
3.
4.
fuselage shall sustain the foliowing loads:
Pull-out at full throttle: na, times gravity force
in combinations with twice the propeller thrust,
torque and gyroscopic moment by angular veloci-
ty ‘
g nas
w= y of the airplane (41)
For the engine mount :.na“> 6 is required.
The propeller thrust shall.be analyzed for the
!lsafef~case a - dynamic pressure qas $ i.e.
at half the case a - dynamic pressure at fail-
ure.
Normal flight with engine throttled: na times
grav,ity force, engine mount: na > 6!
Static propeller thrust and torque by decelera-
tion on the ground with two times breaking load
factor.
Inverted flight for category a.
,
..
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5.
6.
7.
Up-load on tail ekid .in landing withconsideration
to relieving mass effects, Load factqr’.4.5.
.,-., ,..
Down-1oad on the tailin a limiting’”nose d’lvs-”wtth
the eafety factor of case c..
Side-load on fin and rudder (fuselage distortion)
under breaking load P = 3892 F8 qa.
Za’ additioni the following caseu shall,ie considered
for the tailplaneand elevators:
8. Up-load in normal flight, c.p. forward, load fac-
tor na.
9. Down-load with P = 3.14 ,FH qa breaking load.
The landing gear shall be capable of withstanding a
vertical velocity w = 0.92 + 0.1 vl by 1.15 breaking
load factor. But the impact factor ehall not be less than
4 by simultaneous touching of the wheels; the load factor
on the remainder of the structure to be 1.25.
Cases to be considered are: wheel landing with hori-
zontal lateral and, longitudinal axis, three-point landing,
side load with breaking load factor 0.7, and lastly, the
case 3 enumerated above.
For landing wheels the normal load on a wheel base
shall be Gn< 9.100 Db, the breaking load P Z 5 Gn. The
wheel shall be capable of withstanding a load inclined at
15° and 300 to the ground with 0.52 and 0.48 P, without
permanent distortion. The energy absorption by 4.2 at tire
pressure shall be 1.27 P2 : - without ‘undue permanent
d:lstortion.
The strength of all control operating systems shall
be as follows (less than 400 kg weight empty in brackete):
push or pull on the top of the control column 85 (42.5)
kg, tangential force on hand wheel 42.5 (22.5) kg, side
load on the top of the control column 42.5 kg, a push of
170 (85) kg on one side of the rudder bar, a simultaneous
push of 90 kg on each side of the rudder bar. For the
purpo8e of analysis, thee ffici.ency of a welded joint tak-
ing “tensile loads shall be taken at 0.66 and fo’r-cornpreti-
sive loads, at 0.7’5 to 1:0 depending on the circumstances
in which the joint is used. !i’h.estress in tension members
under theoretical breaking load shall not exceed the yield
limit.
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Apart frQm the specifications for, landing wheels,
the English loading conditions fail to reveal anything
radically new. They approach in many ways the American
specifications of 192,8. It should be noted that the same
term: “ load factor is”used for load factor and breaking
safety. The cases, 1, 3, 7 and 9, contain safety factor
2 in the.s~me sense as the German loading conditions.
In May and July 1931 these specifications were a-
mended to read as follows:
Instead of diving with term’inal dynamic pressure, a
glide with dynamic pressure,
~ qc’ z.2..25 qh ~ 9 qa (42)
may “be investigated. “In which case the safety
factors SC! given in table XVI shall be. used. In
addition, the airplane shall be capable of with-
standing a downward diverted vertical gust of 6.1
m/s by a flight speed
that is, with full useful load, Obviously it was
taken for granted that the wing strength alvays
suffices for sustaining an upward gust. Tailplane
and. elevators shall in such a glide be in equili%-
riurn with a wing moment 0.2 Gt with the safety
factors SC!. The downward breaking load on tail-
plane and elevators shall be P = 3.92 FH qe con-
formably to that for fins and rudders.
,.
Under these conditions, the shock absorption of the
airplane wheels shall he
E = 2.55P~, :PRfi
7. American Loading Conditions
Tor- the period of from 1920 to 1922 the airplanes of
the U. S. Air Corps were governed by the breaking load
factors appended in table 18 ( reference 54). Load cases a
to c are identical with the British, In case d (inverted
flight) the c.p. iies at 1/4 of the wing chord; nR denotes
the breaking load factor of the fuselage for stress analysis.
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For case c, a load factor of 3 is specified for mono-
plane and m~ltiplane~ without incidence bracing.
.. .
These load factors are based upon acceleration meae-
uz’e,ments in flight carried out by F. H. Norton and E. T.
Allen at the Langley”Field S~ation of the National AdVi_-
sory Committee for Aeronautics (reference 55). ,The maxi-
mum’load factor in flight recorded on the rapidly obsoles-
cent types of airplanes of that date, was 4.2. According-
ly, the requirements for the most highly atrossed type,
the pursuit plane, were 2 x 4.2 N~05 aB brea”kirigload,
factor for pull-out under the assumption of 2 times break-
ing safety.
Toward the end of 1922, a number of wing failures,
unquestionably caused by insufficient strength in the wing
design, brought about an increase in maximum breaking load
factor from 8.5 to 12, which it was hoped to be able to
modify again later. But J. H. Doolittlels tests, contin-
ued from the fall of 1923 to March 1924 (reference 56)
confirmed the justification of the severe requirements, as
a glance at table XVII reveals.
It is noteworthy that the factors in pull-out meas-
ured on the Fokker FW 7 (D XII) amounted to
V2
n N 0.95 --–z
v~=
and in view of the always inexact determination of the
minimum floating speed V1 practically corresponded with
the highbst possible stress (attainment of maximum lift
coefficient) . The Fokker D XII is very maneuverable in
combat ; the elevators are well balanced. Its theoretical
breaking load factor is 8.5, although it actually ‘may be
10. Hence wing failure is feasi~le in pull-out at 283
km/h speed. The U. S. Air Corps also specifies that a mod-
ern pursuit airplane should .be c~pable of withstanding
quick recovery from long div~s~..
~n the Handbook of I~structiqns for Airplane Design-
ers, 1923 edition, the higher \oad factors, tabulated in
table XVIII, are epecifie~. ,The ~tress,.c~tegof’ies,are
simply divided according to purpose of use.
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The: wing loading p is assumed as constant i~ce.p~n
direction,. but tapering lin.early”from the outboard b“.t’z%t
or @,<<wingchord from ‘the wing tip to 0.”6”p. for analjn~ing.
the:~inside bays ,and.to 0.8 ,p for calculating the ov6i-
hang. . ,.,
The c~g., of the airplane shall lie between. 1]4 and
,,.1/3 of the wing chord.. ‘ .; .,
The strength of..t’hefuselage “shall co”rr”espond to the
break.ing,load of the” horizontal tail surfaces. The top
of.-the fuselage shall he designed for a compressive load
,.
of no less than 75 percent of the tension load.’
The load distribution over the individual wings for
biplane and tripla.le combination is treated in detail.
In’load case 1 (a) the center of pre5sure on seven
airfoils is at from 27 to 32 percent of thewing chord; in
load case 2 (b) ,for.thin wings at around 50 and, and for
thi~k,wings at about 60 percent of the wing chord.
The angle between wing chord and ground, with air-
plane resting on the ground, shall be 12 to l?o, the angle
between engine ax,is.,and line connecting” e.g., wheel axis,
73 to 78°. The tfead of the landing gear must be no less
than 0.93 of the height of the e.g. above the ground.
Fittings shall be designed for a strength 15 percent
in excess o.f.the nomirial strength”of the parts which they
connect. ,’ .,
The’ in6,ximum‘stick force is assumed as 90 kg. The
stick shall be Able to withstand 135 kg longitudinally and
68 kg transversely: “A load of 114 kg shall be applied at
the wheel rifi.
Rudder bars.and’ pedals shall be designed for 135 kg.
load”. and for a free movement of no lessthan 20° in any
direction, and of 30 for the stabilizer. Control friction
shall be. kept at a minimum.
O~~r;hangi’n3 a“ileron’”bal”ances are’ not permitted at,
speeds above” 17.7 km/h.
,.,
* :.:
Table XVII. Load Factors Recorded in Flight
Airplanetype
Engine power (hp.)
Gross’weightin test (kg)
Maximum level speed Vh (b/h)
Lanting,speedV7,(km/h)
Wide 100P
Tight 100P
Tail spin, power off
Tail spin, power on
Sharp verticalbank, 180°
side s~iP
Shern null-out 95-130 km/h
.-11 II
‘l 130-160 !!
II II
‘1 160-i90 II
II II
‘1 190-225 ff
II II” .11225-260 !J
II II
11 260-290 11
Gradual 1’ Ii 190q25 ,,
II !! ‘I .225-260 !I
II II ‘1 260-290 !I
II II 1] 290-320 u
Imiielmamtum
Spiral
Invertedflight
Sham battle
Landing and taking off
Single-seatpursuit
Fokker
Pw?
420
lq)
266
92
2.7
6.1
2.6
2.3
‘ 7“.
7.2
1.6
2.7
3.’3
5.3
C..4
7.8
%.4”
5.5
1.3
Curtiss
PW 8
d~Q
3.2
4.3
3.6
4.0
4.0
6.0
2.0
3.7
5.0
5.9
7.0
4.4
4.8
5.6
6.Z
4.6
Boeing
PW9
420
3.0
6.2
3.7
3.0
5.9
6.7
3.2
3.9
5.0
6.4
4.6
K“U.a
5.g
7.3
5.0
2.5
Iraining
Vought
~~ g
3.8
~o~
2.5
2.6
3.2
-,
.2.6
4.0
!5.0
3.4
-,
.
1.4
2.3
2-seat
observation
Curtiss
x 01
400
3.3.
3.3
3.5
4.5
-..
4.1
5.4
1.6
Douglas.
g 02
400
2.6
2.?
3.3
-’
3.3
3.5
2.0
Bomb<r
“Curt$ss
IIIfsk
800
-,
-.
.
2.G
-.
2.1-
2.4
2.8
-,
-
I
~.
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Table XVIII. Load Factors of U. S. Army Airplanes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9*
10.
11.
12.
13.
Single-seatpursuit
for day work
Sir@e-seat pursuit
for night work
Single-seatpursuit
(armored)
Two-seatpursuit
Three-seat (armored)
Two-seat infantryliaison
Two-seat night observation
Artillsry observation
Two-seat corps observation
llq~bomber
Night bomber (shortdistance)
Night bomber (long distance)
Training
-+
‘a nb
8.5‘5.5
7.5 5.0
~
7.3 4.5
7.5‘5.0
7.314.5
6.3 4.0
6.5 4.5
6.5 4.5
6.5 4.5
5.5,3.5
4.5 3.0
4.0 2.5
E*O 5.5
1920-1922
+
Sc Ljj
1.75~3.5
!.7513e5
1.753.0
1.753.5
3.0
~3.()
,3.0
3.0
3.0
2.5
2.5
2.0
1.75 3.5
3
170
146
146
146
122
122
122
122
122
122
96
73
170
Ps
a
146
1.22
122
122
cj~
98
9E
98
Ci8
98
73
49
146
I March 1923
+-w13 ‘a, ~b Sc nd7 12 6.5 1.75 4.0
6 12 6.5 1.75 4.0
I
6 10 5.3 1.75 4.0
6 11 6.0 1.75 4.0
5 7 4S5 - 3.0
5 6 4.0 - 3.0
I
5 6.5 4.5 - 3.0
5 6.5 4.5 - 3.0
5 8.5 5.5 1.75 3.5
5 5.5 2.5 - ~.~
4 4.5 3.5. - 12.5
i
3 4.0 2*5 - 2.0
i
7 8.05.5 1.753.5
%!
@t
170
170
150
170
120
120
120
120
150
120
100
75
170
Ps
E&
150
150
120
150
10G
100
100
100
120
100
75
50
150
%
—
7
7
E
7
5
5
5
5
6
5
4
3
7
CA
m
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Table XIX. ImDact Factars of ~anding Gear
‘roe==-
13 i 7.5/
1’
1, 3
I
6
,2 ?
4, 5, 6, 9 5
7
I
6
8, 10. 11 i 4.5
I
12 14
A~le.
?
5.5
6.5
4.5
5.5
4.25
3.75
. ..—~
~indings
-.——
6.5
5.0
6.0
4.5
5.0
4.0
3.5
S~de Lea@
1;5
1.5
1.5
1.2
1.2
0.8
0.8
Table XX. Strength of Airplane Wheels
—.—
I
Tires
~
26x3 28x4 ,30x5 132x6 136x8 144x10 54x12 ‘ ‘
I
Axle diameter (m) , - .71. .76’ .81 i .91 1.12’ 1.3?
I
Width (m) i .076 i.102j. 127i.153\.203 / .254! .306
1,!
Workinj: load (kg) I 352 ~ 724 ~ 909 \l130 ~1900 ~ 2940 ~ 4540
I I 1
Breaking load (kg) \ 2950 \3400~4540~6120 ~8160~15000 ]17200
The specified breaking load and operating load of the
wheels at 4.6 inflation pressure is included in table XX.
These specifications were revised in the Aeronautic
Safety Code of the Bureau of Standards, New York, October
1925.
The schedule sets up, as practiced in England, two
categorlee: general and commercial, but only for ,airplanes
up to 3.4 tons (7,500 pounds) weight. The latter includes
all airplanes used for transport purposes, which are not to
‘be maneuvered violently. Airplanes weighing up to 1.59
tons (3,500 pounds) may be admitted to the commercial class
when
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The other class embraces all other typee, including
military airplanes. The required load factore are shown
in table X%1..
The breaking-load factors applied to the ribs shall
be at least 10 p~-r cent greater than those specified in
the table. The distribution of load between the wings,
along the span and along the chord shall be based on re-
liable wind-tunnel tests.
The stress analysis of the wing-truss structure shall
be made for three conditions with allowance for column
effect, redundancies, fabric and veneer, fixity, torsion
of wing, wings with more than two spars and rib stress
analyeis .
The load on stabilizers and elevators is pH anll
P‘a
-—— respectively, the balancing reactions shall be ap-
p?ied at the wing spars . The load on fins and rudders is
0075 pH. .
For fu8elage stress analysis a 5.5 kg/hp. propeller
thrust and to twice the full-load engine torque shall be
assumed; the factor of safety is S = 1 + ~_.
Incrashed landings the dynamic load factor parallel
to the longitudinal axis of the fuselage or at any angle
up to .30° to it, shall be e = 10; this applies only to
single-engine airplanes having a total weight of lese than
2.72 tons (6,000 pounds). A dynamic load factor of e = 15
shall be..allowed for any reduction in section nmdulus by
the cutting-out of cockpits or by any other change in form
qr extent of the skin. For airplanes having a total weight
of over 2.72 tons (6,000 pounds) thie shall apply only to
cockpits and cabins not neserved for the use of the pilot
and the crew.
Several methods for fuselage analysis are given which
refer to trussed fueelage, monocoque fuselage, application
of column formulas, engine support and torsion members.
.The ailerons shall be designed for _g_p na unit surface
loading. On fixed surfaces, (stabilizers and fins), the
load shall be taken as uniformly distributed. On movable
surfaces the intensity of loading shall be taken as varying
uniformly from a maximum at the leading edge to one third
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The shock-absorber stops must” not be reached prior to
failure of, shock-absorber corde, axle, or wheels.
,....,
.,..,’,
,.
The landing-gear strirtg shall be ~tronger than the
axle.
.
The structuie supporting the floats’in seaplanes shall
withstand the following loads:
10 Step load perpendicular to”the thrust’ line,
el = 8;
2. Bow load, 4 :,1 slope toward the-thrust lin6,
92 = 8.25<
3. Side load, es = 1.8, comhi’ned with case 1, and
specifically 0.9 el = 7.2.
The U. S. specifications conform in g“eneral to the
B,.L.V, regulations, but reveal much higher breaking load
factors in specific cases, a direct result, as already
pointed out, of the higher speed of the Bore modern air-
planes.
In 1928 the Department of Commerce promulgated the
l~Requ~rements for Approved Type Certificateal’ (Civil) (ref-
erence 57) which, in particular, modified the 1925 speci-
fications for commercial aircraft.
Figure 40 shows the, load factors for the load case of
high angle of attack (A case) plotted against the corres-
ponding weight and performance loading. The curves are to
be used direct for land and float seaplanes. For flying
boats”and amphibians hav,ing a gross wei$ht of 2,265 kg
(5,000 lb.) or less the 2,265 kg gross weight factors are
to be used,
For”multi-engine airplanes the horsepower ‘to be used
for computing the” power loading shall be that necessary to
maintain level f’light with full load at sea level”.”
The load factors for airplanes with gr’oss weights be-
tween 1,132 and 5,662 kg (2,500 and 12,500 lb.) shall be
determined by interpolatiori “%e’tween the ,ap’propriate curves.
(See table XXI,).. ,,
.,
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of that amount at the trailing edge. All members d3.rect-
ly affected by redundant members shall be designed for a
load at leagt 35 percent higher than that specified for
the control’ surface as a whole.
The control-operating system shall be designed to
withstand twice the tail surface load. Additional loads
are:
Load on stick, longitudinall;r, of +113 kg (250 lb.),
II 11 11 9 transversely, 11 + 9i kg (20C lb.),
II
“ wheel, longitudinally, ‘l. +136 kg (300 1%.),
II applied at rim of wheel, 11 +127 kg (280 lb.),
II on a rudder bar, It +136 kg (300 lb.).
The mechanism for adjusting a stabilizer or other
similar slow-motion irreversible control mechanisms shall
be designed to carry a load corresponding directly to that
which the surface itself is required to carry. w~~erever
there are redundant members in the control system, the to-
tal load must be 30 percent higher.
Analysis of the landing gear includes the following
combinations of loads:
1. A vertical drop’with its thrust line horizontal
and with velocity at impact w given in table
XXI. Static proof test of every new design
should be made by a drop from 75 percent of
the height specified in the table;
2. A vertical drop, but only with C.9 velocity at
impact and 80 inclination, three fourths of
the energy at striking being absorted in one
wheel if there is no equalization mechanism
,available. If the necessary data for this cal-
culation are not available, the transverse com-
ponent of the load may be taken as one fourth
of the vertical;
3. A vertical drop, but with 0.97 w velocity at im-
pact, the thrust line sloping 12° forward;
4. Three-poifit landing with 0.87 w velocity at im-
pact .
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.TablenI. U. S. Load Factors, 1925 w
l
,
1 +
class Commercial General
2&?&3.4
l
c1
L
l3.4-5.9
- 4.8
Weight -(t)
.
Case a
> 5.9 .
—:
< 1;36
=Y=
4*O l
L
2.0
2.45 3.12
+
,,
<1.36
10.
6
2“
4
1.362.04
6.5
4.5
8.5
5
1.5
3.3
3.01
6.5
4.2
1.5
2.7
1.9
a
0.67
3.63
4
.,. Case b 3.3 2.8 .
1.5Case c
1.6 ‘- ““2.5Case d 1.8
2.79 3.57
122.1
1.34 1.11 ~
-,
?Htiin
“h(m)
w (m/s)
9?.6 102.5 58.6
0.91; s
+
4.24 ,“
0.43
2.89
0.55
3.29
0.91
4.24
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In the low angle of attack condition (B case) the load
factor shall be 0~65 of the high angle of. attack factor,
but in no case less than 30 For the inverted flight and
nose-dive conditions, the load factor shall be 0040 of the
high arigle of attack factor, but in no case less than 2.
In a nose-dive condition the beam loads on the front
spars are the same as the design breaking loads in invert-
ed flight. By taking moments about the rear spars, it is
possible to determine the load required on the tail sur-
faces, to maintain equilibrium. Since the sum of the
forces parallel to the beam direction must be zero, if the
airplano is to be in equilibrium, tho total upward load
on the rear spws will equal the sum of the downward loads
on tho f’rent spars and tail surfaces. Theso loads are
distributed in the usual mannerP The chord components of .
the air loads on the wings shall be proportional to the
chord loads ‘in the low &ngle of ~ttack condition, but their
total magnitude shall equs+l the gross weight of the air-
planes
In addition, there are numerous specifications for
load distribution over the wings, control surfaces, and
spars.
At the wing tip a linear drop in unit loading p from
005 to 0.8 p is assumed, while at the same time the
bending moments of the overhang of braced wings shall be
increased 30 percent and the loads in the center struts
and brace wires by 15 percent.
Table XXII. Landing Stress and Control Surface Loading
Class
gross weight
(t)
< 1.13
2.27
5063
> 5P63
IHeight of Ilreaking loadDynamic dron for aileron I fin and
Joati factor sho~k-ab- tailplane rudder
e sorber de- elevators
landing sign (m) (kg/m2) (kg7m2)
,
6.5 0.61 I47 110
5.5 0.56 122 9.2
5.0 0.51 98 I 744.5 0,46 98 74
?.
!lhe landing gear shall be analyzed for level landing
condition. The resultant passes vertically through the
wheel ax.los and the center of gravity;. its vertical com-
is e(G- %). -
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This loading condition shall .be combined with”’a side
load of one fourth the vertical component on, both wheels.,
The,.required impact factor is 0/2 and the course--of-the
reactions In fuselage and wings should be examined~ The
three-point landing condition is also included.
For airpl”anos equipped with brakes the coefficient
of friction is’0@55$ and the stress in braked three-point
landing attitude with impact factor 0/2 should be inves-
tigated. The landing go,ar shock ei%sorbor shall be de-
signed to absorb the energy corresponding to the free drop
listed in table XXII without, however, subjecting the gear
to forces greater thgm “thbse corresponding to the load fac-
tors in landing. The tail-skid shock absorber shall be de-
signed to resist a free drop in” the three-point landing at-
titude equal to that listed in table XXII, without impos-
ing loads on the skid or fuselage greater than those cor-
responding to the load factors for landing. If a shock”
absorber designed to dissipate the energy of the free drop
by the flow of a liquid through an oriffce {the oleo or
oleo-pneumatic t~e of absorber) is used, the load factors
required in the design of the landing gear may te reduced
not to exceed 25 percent. When this type of shock absorb-
er is used, suitable provision must be made to carry the
shocks due to taxying aftor the shock absorber has been
forced to the full extent of its stroko. No reduction
may be made on the required’height of free drop for the
shock absorber.
In seaplane landing with horizontal propeller axis
the resultant is, first, inclined so that its horizontal
componont is equal to one quarter of its vertical com-
ponent; second, inclined so that its lateral component is
equal to “one quarter; third, perpendicular through tho
contor of grizvity. Tho imphct factor o.f tho vertical com-
ponent (gross weight of air~JlanO less weight of floats
and float bracing) is 8.
I?lying boat and seaplano float hulls shall bo de-
signed to maintain without permanent set a load s:? ‘
0.56 kg/cma (8 l-u./sq. in.) over that portion of the hull
lying between the first step and a section 25 percent of
the distance between the stop and, the boy; a load of. 0928
kg/cm2 (4 lb./sq.in.) from that section to a soctionat
75 percent of the distance ‘botwoon the step and thobow;
0.28 kg/cm2 (4 lh./sq.in.), for the section between’ the
first and second step, or betwcion tho stop and a section
halfway botweon tho hull aft of the stop.
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For the remaining parts of seaplanes, with the ex-
ception of floats and fuselage attachrnents~ the load fac-
tors are the same as for landplanes. (See table XXI I.)
Wing fittings shall be designed for a load 20 percent
hi:;her than the design load of tho parts to which they
aro attached.
Streamline wiI*es shall bo iiouble unless the wings arc
so designed that with any lift wire removed the strength
of tho roma.ining wing structuro will be adequate to devel-
op load factors of not less than 50 percent of the break-
ing load.
Aside from the loading conditions, the U.S Specifica-
tions contain a great number of valuable suggestions a,nd
hints for the designer. The limitation to a few careYul-
ly chosen loading conditions and especially, to the over-
sizetl wing fittings are well worth copying. ~~-e effect of
the s:peed on the load factors is at least indirectly con-
sidered by the dependence on the power loading. The ex-
tremely low loadiug conditions for control surfaces which,
in.additionw a,re independent of the speed, have lately
c:m.sed tail-surface failures. Its origin lies in previ-
ously preferred contours with poor asyect ratio, i?hi~h
aerod.yna:mically were inferior.
The abovo Air Commorce Regulations were revised, ef-
fective January 1, 1931. They differ in some po?.nts from
those of 1928 and complement ti~em (table XXIII).
The load factors for airplanes whose gross weights
lie between 1,132 kg (2,500 lb.) and 5,662 kg (12,500 lb.),
will be found by linear interpolation. Asymmetrical stress-
es in the wing cellule must %e allowed for in all loadiilg
conditions except nose dive, so that tho load on one wing
half is reduced to 70 percent.
Ailerons and vertical tail surfaces shall be desi~ned
for three fourths of the horizontal tail-surface load. In
horizontal tail “surfaces only half the load is to be as-
sumed as acting upward. Wimn auxiliary wings (slotted
wings) are used, a unit loading of 366 kg/mz perpendicular
to the chord of the slot is required.
The load on the wing ribs in ca~c A shall be distrib-
uted conformably to tablo ~~ZVti
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Table XXIII. U. S. Load Factors, Ja]
.— .-—..
.. *....,
Gross weight of airplane (t)
Landplanes , multi-engine
single-engine,
~ 38.95 k~/hp
“N”
single-engine,
G <2.25 kg/hp17
Seaplanes and amphibians,
multi-engine
single-engine
~ 38.95 kg/hp
N
single-engine,
~ .<2.25 kg/hp
Load on horizontal tail sur-
faces in kg/m2 for
multi-engine typesl
# > 31.1 hp,/m2
single-engine types,
~ ~ 21.8 hp./m2
1?
E=o,all airplanes, ~
-—.—
51.13
6.5
6.5
8.5
5.85
5.85
7’.65
269
269
2.27
5.0
5:0
6.4
4.75
4.75
6.08
171
Iary 1931
,, I
4.5 I 4
_L‘4.5 “4”6.45 5 ,’
4.5 “I 4
I{
I
122 * 122
I
I I
171 ! 122 I
I I 122
I73 ! ?3 I 73 I 73
Table XXIV. Rib Loading; Case A
Wing chord
Relative load
—
[,rl%
—.
..-.
,. ,.,
.:
,
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By medium anglo of attack a triangular load distribu-
tion with a maximum not exceeding one fourth of the”wing
chord is required. .
The load distribution over the fixed surfaces is to be
assumed uniform, but on movable surfaces the intensity of
loading at the hinges shall be equal to the loading on the
fixed surfaces in front of them and shall decrease uniform-
ly to an intensity at the trailing edge of one third the
former value.
The control shall be designed to withstand 1.25 times
the tail surface loads, but at the highest and lowest cor-
responding to hand and foot power given in table XXVk
Table XXV. Control Forces and Moments
—— .
Gross weight Tail surfaces
=
of Ailerons
airplane Horizontal ~ Vertical
I kg kg kg kg kg mkg kg mkg
< 0.23 t
I
~ 136 -$: 136 91 i{
15757d ‘:: ;: :
>0.68’t
I i
The skid shall be designed to sustain .the height of
free drop for three-point landin~ given in table XXVI. The
rules for landing skids are the same as for landing gears
with wheels. If the skids are used for purposes other than
snow or ice landing, a coefficient of friction of 0.5 must
be considered. In landing with braked wheels a coefficient
of friction of 0.55 with two-times safety shall be assumed.
For the load analysis the gross w“eight of the airplane, the
travel in position of reet and unreflected tires are re-
quired. The Department of Commerce approves the strength
of airplanes given in table XXVII.
The fuselage shall be designed to withstand, aside from
the flight and landing stresses, the propeller thrust and,
in the case of direct-drive engines having 2, 3, 4, 5, or
more cylinders, the stresses due to torque load and its e-
quilibrium shall be multiplied by a load factor of 6, 5, 3,
and 2, respectively. In the case of geared engines, having
a reduction of 3.2 or greater, the load factors shall be 9,
-__.uy... . . . . . . . .- .- --+, _,~. .=_—_=.”.. . ..—r_-p t-===-==+=-di!E__
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Table XXVI. Stress at Landing
I
Gross weighi;ofairplane (t) < 0.45 0.45 1.13 i 2.27 6.80
Vertical impact factor for {/QF= 14.6kg/ma 5.() ~ 6.5 j 6.5 I 5.5 4.’9
le.ndplanes 11 = 4!3.8 fl 6.5 I
Free height of drop for
landplanes (m) 0.381 0.457 0.457 0.406 0.356
Vertical impact factor for G F ={/ 14.6kg/m2 5.0 i 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5
seaplanes II =48.8 “ I 6.5
.
for floats and float-bxace ‘1 = 14.6 ‘i
{
I]6 Isystem II = 48.8 “ j 7.5 la [8 &i8
Table XXVII. Strength of Airplane LandingWheels
Tire size 10X3 ,14x 4 18x3 24x4 28x4 30X5 32x6 36x8 44x 10
-.52 352 3*52 :52 ?.~~ 3052 ‘3*87 4*22 4957
Static loa~ I,fw}147 181 238 386 454 726 98~ 1~814 2;858
Radial breaking load ikg) -’ 1,361 2,268 3,175 3,856 4,990 5,919 9,072 14,969
Side II I“ (’@ -,- 907 1,134 ,1,361 1,497 1,837 1,722 4,%s1
>11.34
4.5
0.305
6.5
-
54 X12
4.92
4,536
22,680 ~
6,804’
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8, 6, 3, ret3pectively. All fittings shall be designed to
carry loads 20 percent in excess of the design loads for
the members to which” they are connected.
Loading Conditions for Gliders
The breaking load factors for gliders are:
6.0 for high angle of attack,
4.25 for low angle of attack,
2.5 for inverted flight.
The loading for the nose dive condition shall be the
same as that stipulated for airplanes, except that the to-
tal of the chord components of the loads shall equal 75
percent of the gross weight of the glider. The wings shall
be able to carry the glider with a load factor of 1.5 at
the wing tips imposed by handling. The breaking loads to
be used for the design of the control “surfaces of gliders
shall be 59 kg/m2 (12 lb./sq.ft.), for horizontal, and 44
kg/m2 (9 lb./sq.ft.) for vertical tail surfaces and aile-
rons. The strength of the control system shall not be less
than required to qarry 1.25 percent of the maximum air
loads on the various control surfaces.
Gliders having a landing speed. greater than 9 m/s (20
m.p.h) shall be provided with skids or wheels, and have a
load factor 5 at the minimum. Tile landing conditions are
the same as for airplanes. For seaplane gliders, the lord.
factor required shall be 5.
Safety belts shall be designed for 386 kg (850 l“b.)
breaking load.
These new strength requirements stress the effect of
engine power on the magnitude of the stresses more than
heretofore. It would have been better, even though a lit-
tle more inconvenient in the desig;n, if there had been a
direct reference to the maximum horizontal speed, since the
flight. performances used as basis can be quickly out-dis-
tanced by aerodynamic and automotive improvements.
Amendments to these regulations were not long in com-
ing as evidenced by the issuance of the August 1931 bulle-
tin (reference 59, table XXVIII).
The allowances.for multi-engine airplanes are voided
in the ‘future. ‘All external wire bracing shall have a
fdj
y‘g
~’
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1
/! safety factor 2 as against the other members of the struc-
~.
I ture; ,the ribs, a Bafeiy” factor 1.2.E.- .
i. Table XXVIII. U. S. Load Factors, August 1931
~
‘,
f“
(“
Gross weight of airplanes 1~ 1.134 2.268 6.804 211.34
(t)
—.—
,
,
Landplanes,
~ 2 8.95 kg/hp 6.5 5. 4.5 4
5.45 .II 7.55 5.75 5.0 4,25
< 2.25 11 ‘ 10*4 8.4 6.95 5.5
Seaplanes and amphibians,
~ 3 8.95 kg/hp
N
5.85 4.75 4*5 4
5.45 ‘1 6.80 1 5.46[ 5.0 4.25
< 2.25 11 9.36 17.98 6.95 5.5
The stress of the horizontal tail surfaces in the
nose-dive conditions Is decided by the loading given in
table XXIII, instead of the front spar load.
The severe regulations about the magnitude of the
lateral forces and the decelerating forces of the landing
gear were somewhat loosened. When low-pressure tires are
used the bending loads for axles and landing-gear struts
may be reduced by 35 percent.
A promising step in the above cited sense toward the
rationalization of load factors for wings and control sur-
faces is found in J. S. Newellrs paper ‘tPreliminary’ Study
,,(reference, 60) .of Load Fact”or ~etermination”~’s
The stress in a sharp pull-out (case” A) is computed
from the maximum ”horizontal speed at ground level, accord-
ing to the approximation formula
r3Nv =h ,y. (43)
with C = 26.4 for monoplaac? and C = 25.6 for biplanes.
To account for the effsct of various modifications in de-
sign the following factors can be added:
—
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cantilever or wire-braced wings 1004
oval fuselage 1.02 .
monocoque fuselage 1.04
retractable chassis 1.07
multi-engine airplanes 0.95
seaplanes, flying-boats 0.96
The breaking-load factor becomes
(44)
Figure 41 shows k for several U. S. airplanes. The
recommended mean value is
k= 0.85 + 1910
1820 + G (45)
The load factor at low angle of attack (case B) is
based upon the terminal velocity in t’he nose-dive condition
for which the range Ve = 1.6 + 2.6 ~ is given.
By approximation
v = 1.61 vhfi
e (46)
which is considered ample according to an investigation of
different spar arrangements, when the breaking-load factor
is
VCJ 2
nB ()= o*a5 —Vi (47)
so that
‘B = 0.65 nA
It looks as if the far-reaching simplifications were
introduced to explain an otherwise well-known relationship.
In the nose-dive conditions (case C) the breaking
strength shall be
p~F = 1.20 pH= 1.2 Cmol “1 ~ qe
~H’ ~EF
(4&3)
The distir3.bution ovor the stabilizer chord is such as
to act in stages of
I1
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1.71 pHr from O to 0.15 t
.H,F
1.14 pHF II 0.15 II ().60 t HF
,..
0.600.57 pHF ‘t ,. II 1.00 tHF
The elevator remains relieved. The factor 1.2 ia a~-
sumedly to be the factor of ~afety.
For pull-out (case A) the unit load on t,he horizontal
tail surfaces ie
‘HR
= 1.17 k
‘H ‘F;- qh
(49)
The distribution over the elevator chord is triangular
with value 2 pH over the elevator axis and linearly de-
creasing to zero toward leading ahd trailing edge.
Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
For Pqrt III, see N,A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No,. ‘718,
which follows.
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la) 3 point
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landing
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P=l.50G Figure 35.-Loading conditions
for floats (1926)
P=eGs3.0G
Case la+3 Case lb+3
Combined with 3/4Combined with 3/4
of individual loadB of individual loadB
2) 1 wheel
landing
Skid at
instant
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ing the
ground
Pl=0.750eG;2.25G
P2=0.113eG;0.225G
Pl=0.750eG:2.25G
P2=0.113eG;0.225G
6a) Skid impact vertical
correspondingto la
6b) Skid impact
from the side
t *
Case 2+3
Combined with full
individual loada
P=0.33eG:lG
P1=0.33eG;l.0G
P2=0.15eG;0.3G
P=0.15e GSp Sp
(espZ300)3) Side
load
(’@p) Figure 36.-Load~ con-
ditions for
leading geam (1927)P=0.15eG;0.45G
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Bow llmding Ib) Step landing Ic) Stern landing
.
P=eG
IIa to c) Side landing
-
‘a-
~
$
E&a
Position of resultants
as for Ia, Ib, and Ic.
In case:
IIa:P=O.5eG
IIb:P=O.5eG
IIc:P=O.25eG
Ia) Bow lsnding
P=eG
P=eG P=o.5aG
IIIa) Nose landing
-
IIIb) Stern landing
P=0.25eG P=O.25eG
Only in combination
with I, each 3/4 of
individual loads.
Only in combination
with 11, full indi-
vidual loads.
Ib) Step landing
P=eG
Ic) 2 wave landing
*
P=eG
II) One aided landing III) Side lendi~
#-
*
.-
P ‘.- ‘4
P’O.33eG
P=O.5eG
b: width of WiIlg
Only in combination
.s-., ,..
tip floats
with 1, each 3/4 of
individti loads.
and stub Only in combination
with II, full indi-
vidual loads.
Figure 37.&ading conditions for float seapluies and
flying boats (1927).
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3-Point landing
&
‘A a
P=eG
Landing with
eide load
P=O.lOeG
Lateral skid
impact
Wheel landing
P=eG
Nosing over
P=2.00G
Dragging
5!!-,P+Ii / 6
15”,J,. ”‘Cmi3
P~=l.50eGSp
Vertical skid
impact
*
p2=%p%p
Pig. 38
1 sided wheel
landing
P=0.50eG
Shock on nose
by nosing over
EmmP
P=0.15espGsp
Combined with full
individti loads
P=I.50G
&
P1=0.50eG Addendum 19288
P2=0.100G
Side loadP2
from inside;
Pl=0.25eG
P2=0.05eG
~igure 38.-Landing conditions for landing gears (1928/1929)
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Ib) Step
P P
P=eG
IIIa) Side landing.
bow
-
P.
&
f #l
P-
P P-
Sum+- .~.
Position of P=o.12e@ Direction of
reuultant ae (otiy oombined flight
la, lb, and with IIa)
lC. Amended 1929:
In easet P=O.leG
IIat P=O.35eG
IIb: P=O.5eG
IIM P=O.2e(3 Q
-
—
PIIIc) Side landing. xl”
intern z
P-
$
P=Oo7e(3
~
d+p
$
T
F*O.08eG
(only combined P &
with IIc)
Amended 1929: Position of
P=O.06eG reeultant a8
Ia, Ib, and
q Ic.
a
b: widthof
7 wingtip floats
z and stub.
Or withone step In case:
P=oe4eG IIat P=O.35eG
Pig. 39
Ic) Landing On
stern
o
$!$ljl
,-.
.—
2-T JW”
EmlElz
P=O.4eG
IIIb) Side landing-
Step
P=O.25eG
(only combined
with IIb)
Amended 1929:
P=O.15e(3
SKxim
P=eG
P=O.18e(3
(only oombined
with IIa)
Or with-one ltop
E> .- ... ,., -a .-* -.. .. . . . P=o.35eG ‘“’
IIbx PzO~5eG .
+’-,1
?@
(ox 00mbtied ‘1C2 ‘=Oe2*
P
F
with IIb) P=OelOeG
~Amended1929: (OZl@ h comb-
Elmiip P=O.250Q tion with IIc)
Figure 39.-Loading conditions for float seaplaaes and
flying boats (1928/1929).
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GPerfoi’mane loading —
N
a) gross weight < 1172 kg
b) !! II = 2265 “
c) “ II > 5662 1’
Figure W.-ultimate load factor
in case A.
(2500 .zb. )
(5000 lb. )
(12500 lb. )
of U.S. airplane
1.8
1.6
1.4
k
1.2
1.0
0.8
.
I
01234567’ 8t
Weight, G
Figure 41.-Ratio k = ~ failure. ql for various
U.S. airpl=nes (source17.S.Air Com-
merce Bulletin, Vol.?, (1931),No. 9, Fig. 5),
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